Hence v -~ is a harmonic function in B(x, r) and therefore regular (in the sense of C 2 function) in any ball B(x, s), 0 < s < r. Since ~ e C 1' a(B(x, r)) for any a e (0, 1 ) we infer that v ~ C 1' ~(B(x, s))and by Schauder's estimates we find that u, v ~ C 2' r(B(x, s)) for all s < r and y ~ (0, 1). A similar argument holds for v.
A classical problem is to determine the size of 8 and to give a regularity criterion of weak positive solutions of (1). Here we extend the results of Pacard [7] for the equation to sys- 
N-2 (pq -1).

N-2 (pq -1 ), 2
we shall prove in Theorem 3.1 that weak positive solutions of (1) are in fact regular. On the other hand if N-2 (4) max{(q + 1),(p + 1)} ~< --(pq- 1) , 2 then the set of singularities need not be empty. In some sense conditions (2)-(3) play a crucial role in order to obtain non-existence results in R N for positive solutions of (1) (Liouville type theorems, see Birindelli & Mitidieri [1] , Mitidieri [6] and Serrin & Zou [9] ). On the other hand regular solutions of (1) The following example, which is a slight modification of Pacard [7] , shows that there may exists singular solution of (1) We note that (4) is equivalent to 20,/~ 0 t> 0, and (6) is equivalent to
Then the pair (u, v) defined by
is weak positive solution of (1) The following proposition shows that if (u, v) is a positive singular solution of (1) with singular set E of dimension 0 ~< d < N -2, then (u, v) is a distributional solution of (1) provided p, q satisfying (7). In particular
where E is defined in (9) , N -2 > d and p, q satisfy (7) . If u ~ L1qoc(R N) and v ~ Ls N) then (u, v) may be extended as distribution solution of (1) in all R N.
In order to prove Proposition 2.1 we need a preliminary 
such that q0(x) = 1 for all x with Ixl = 1 (We note that, by virtue of well-known results, q0 is radial and it is strictly decreasing function of the radius), set q0(x) = 0 outside of B(0, 3/2) and define q)R(X) = cp(x/R). Obviously, we have 
Observe that VgoR(X) V~/m(X) = ~goR(r) ~rrlm(r) >10 in B, and --/IgoR(X) = = 3.1/R 2 go R(X). So, following Pacard [7] we may let m-+ oo in (11) and (12) , and obtain (here the positivity of u and v is crucial)
By application of H61der's inequality to the right-hand side of (13) and (14) we find that
which gives the lemma in the smaller concentric ball B(0, R). 9
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. 
and (21) holds. In similar way we see that
For isolated singularities, that is for d = 0, below we shall prove Proposition 2.1 by using an integrability argument. q >I and in particular q I> . By proceeding analogously as in [10] , from
(34) and the weak maximum principle we find that
JxIN-2
for all x in a neighborhood of 0, say B(0, R), (here CN = (N(N -2 ) w N)-1 and the same letter C serves to denote positive constants independently of u either v). From the second equa-tion of (34) we obtain
which leads in particular to c cN Let QcR N be a bounded domain, for us a regular solution (u, v) of (1) is a pair (u, v)eC2'a(t2) for any ae (0, 1) satisfying pointwise (1). Then Let x E s and for R > 0 such that BRcc $2 we extend (u, v) by setting u ---v -0 outside of BR. We define ~ and 2 by setting
BR
Then system (1) can be rewritten as
A(u -7~) = 0 in a)' (B~).
(38)
A(v -2) 0
Set U = u -~ and V = v -2. Since U and V are harmonic functions in Bg then they are regular in Bw2. In particular for all y e BR/4 the mean value theorem holds for U and V. We have 
B e BR BR
In order to prove the above theorems it is convenient to state in advance some lemmas. The following two lemmas are taken from [3] and [4] . For a geLl(I2), and 0 < a <N we 
c12R(2-~)(P-')I Iz -~I(2-N+~)P-~uq(~) d~,
I~P(z) dz<.c12 R (2 -~)(p -1) af iz_ ~ .[(2 -N+e)pdz[su p f L z~BR BR BR BR <~ cl3 R (2 -e)(p-1) R (2 -N + e)p + N R 2-t < 613RN -(N-2 -2)p
Combining this last estimate together with (45) we obtain, setting /~ = N-(N-2- 
lu-e2
Hence as in Step 1 we obtain 
f~q(z) dz<~c19f ]z-~l((2-N+<)P+2)qdzf ]Z--~I-N+(N-2-<)PVP(~)d~<~ BR BR BR
~< q9sup BR
[ I z-r ) de[ Iz-~l((2-N+<)P+2)qdZ <" BR BR <~ c2oR~ -N+ (N-2-tOpR((2-N+el)p+2)q+N ~ c21RN-tl-((N-2-el)p-2)q+a '
since (2 -e 1 )P I> 2 -e 1. From (44) we obtain Next lemma states the regularity of distribution solutions below the first hyperbola. 
<~c24 ~ vP(z) dz+R N-(N-2)p 9 I. BR
The result now follows in the standard way. We claim that u ~L q' x(s where 2 = N--(N -2 -/~) q. Choose e </~ in such a way that (2 -N + e) q + N > 0. This is possible for e close enough to ~, since
We find by (48), by proceeding exactly as in (54) 
Iz-
BR BR << c27R(i,-e)(q -1)R(2-N+~)q+NRS,-~ = c27RN -(N-2-~)q
So from (44) we obtain (69)
luq(z) dz<.c6 ~ luq(z) dz+ f~q(z) dz <-c28 -~ luq(z) dz+R N-(N-2-~)q B o I. BR BR BR
therefore u E Lq'a(s ' ) for all s ccs This completes the proof (by proceeding as in (56) and 2=N-(N-2--/~) q>20. By Lemma 3.8, we get ueLq'al(f21) for all g21ccf2', with
(where e t is as in the proof of Lemma 3.8). At the following step, we can choose the same e 1 as above, and thus u e L q' x2 (f22 ) for each f22 r162 f21, where 22 -2 x = 21 -2. Thus, after a finite number of steps, we get the existence of 2" I> N -2 such that u e L q' ~* (s for every f20 cc f2. Without loss of generality, we can choose 2" > N -2: indeed, if 2" = N -2, then A special case of system (1) 
q)(x)dx = fuq(x)r
We consider values of q, q/> N . It can be shown (see [11] ) that for q < m weak PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3. --By (81), we have that u ~ L q' ~1 (Q,) for all Q' cc $2, with ,~ a = = ;t + N -e -(N -4 -e) q > ;t. At the following step, we can choose the same e as above, and thus u a L q' x2 (~2 t ), with ,t. 2 = ~ 1 + N -~ -(N -4 -e) q, for each f21 cc $2', where 22 -21 = 21 -;l. Thus, after a finite number of steps, by proceeding analogously as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get the existence of 2 * > N -4 such that u e L q' x* ((20) for every (20cc Q. By applying Lemma 3.5 with a = 4, it follows that u4 e L oo (~20) and hence u ~ L oo (S,20) for all ~0cc f2, by regularity of U. Therefore we find that u E C 3' r (K2") for all y~ (0, 1) and f2"ccf2. Schauder's estimates end the proof. 9
